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Technical Objectives
A Wall Signature method originally developed by Hackett has been selected to be adapted for
the Ames 12-ft Wind Tunnel WlAC system in the project. This method uses limited
measurements of the static pressure at the wall, in conjunction with the solid wall boundary
condition, to determine the strength and distribution of singularities representing the test article.
The singularities are used in turn for estimating wall interference at the model location. The
lifting interference will be treated separately by representing in a horseshoe vortex system for the
model's lifting effects. The development and implementation of a working prototype will be
completed, delivered and documented with a software manual.
The WIAC code will be validated by conducting numerically simulated experiments rather actual
wind tunnel experiments. The simulations will be used to generate both free-air and confined
wind-tunnel flow fields for each of the test articles over a range of test configurations.
Specifically, the pressure signature at the test section wall will be computed for the tunnel case
to provide the simulated "measured" data. These data will serve as the input for the WIAC
method--Wall Signature method. The performance of the WIAC method then may be evaluated
by comparing the corrected parameters with those for the free-air simulation.
The following two additional tasks am included in the supplement No. 1 to the basic Grant. (1)
On-line wall interference calculation: The developed wall signature method (modified Hackett's
method) for Ames 12-ft Tunnel will be the pre-computed coefficients which facilitate the on-line
calculation of wall interference, and (2) Support system effects estimation: The effects on the
wall pressure measurements due to the presence of the model support systems will be evaluated.
Status of Progress
A. Wall Signature Method
The Wall Signature method was investigated to calculate the blockage correction in the e
NASA/ARC 12-ft Pressure Wind Tunnel. The blockage correction which was developed and
implemented for a rectangular tunnel as well as the 12-ft Pressure Tunnel is reported in Ulbrich's
Ph.D. dissertation. (Ref. 1).
B. Support Systems Interference
The effort of this period is concentrated at the effect of the model support system in the 12-ft
Pressure Tunnel on the tunnel wall pressure signature measurements. The study has also been
investigated by the PMARC code (Ref. 2). Since the Wall Signature method is based upon the
wall pressure measurement to estimate the wall interference. The consideration of the effects of
the support systems on the wall pressure is critical and essential to accurately assure the wall
pressure only induced by wall interference and model effects. Therefore, the study of support
systems interference is required to estimate the amount of effects due to the support system. The
result is summarized in a CSTAR technical report which is attached in Appendix I.
Future Plan:
The development of the lifting correction of Wall signature method will continue. It will be
incorporated into the overall interference correction calculation. The NACA 4412 airfoil is a
candidate for continuing the investigation of lifting and blockage interferences together in the
future periods.
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Summary
A study was conducted in order to determine the support system interference on the wall
pressures in the NASA Ames 12 foot pressure wind tunnel. The influence of the support
system on the wall pressures must be determined in order to accurately correct for
blockage and lift effects due to the presence of the walls. A panel method code, PMARC,
was used to determine if the support system, consisting of a strut and sting and a bi-pod
type support, influenced the static pressure measurements at the wall of the tunnel near the
model position.
The NACA 4412 airfoil was used to examine the accuracy of the code. A two-
dimensional case was compared with results from another panel code, VSAERO. A three-
dimensional case was compared with published data for this airfoil. The results from these
calculations agreed with published data obtained both with another panel code and from
actual experiments.
Inviscid theory was used to explain a velocity spike encountered at the entrance to the
diffuser. The calculations were performed for two different sizes of a model attached to
the strut and sting support. An analysis was performed to determine the effect of the
presence of a wake from the bi-pod support on the wall pressures. A model was not used
in conjunction with the bi-pod support.
The results of this investigation show that the sting and strut support system does not
influence the static pressures measured along the wall around the model location. The bi-
pod support was shown to have a larger influence on the wall static pressures due to the
fact that it is located directly under the model.
°°.
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B_
r
S
V
V r
VO
O_
_e
Velocity potential influence coefficient per unit source strength for panel k
acting on the control point of panel j
Velocity potential influence coefficient per unit doublet strength for panel k
acting on the control point of panel j
Unit vector normal to the surface
Distance from a surface element to a point in the region of interest
Total surface boundary over which the surface integral is taken
Relative velocity between the body and the fluid
Normal velocity on the surface
Free-stream velocity vector
Radial velocity component
Angular velocity component
Comer angle
Effective angle of attack
Doublet
Velocity potential of the flow of interest
Velocity potential at any point in the flow
Free-stream velocity potential
Source
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1.0 Introduction
The wall pressure signature method as described by Hackett and Wilsden (1), Kemp (2),
Ashill and Weeks (3), and Ulbrich et al. (4), and other recently developed methods such as
that described by Lo (5), use static pressure measurements to estimate the wall
interference in a wind tunnel test. The interference of the support systems on the Wall
pressure must be considered when attempting to determine the wall interferences on the
model based on the wail pressure measurements. If the support system is causing a change
in the wail pressure near the location of the model, then this must be taken into account
when the corrections to the test data are applied. Therefore, an investigation of the model
support system interference on the wall pressure is required for the renovated 12 foot
Pressure Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center.
1.1 Objectives
NASA Ames Research Center is renovating the 12 foot Pressure Wind Tunnel. The
renovation involves the development of two supports; the strut and sting support and the
bi-pod support. The purpose of this investigation is to determine the effect of these two
support systems on the wall pressures near the model location. The wall pressure
signature method is used to determine the wall interference on the test results. This
process involves measuring the static pressure at the wails of the tunnel and using these
measurements to correct for blockage and lift effects due to the model and the walls.
Therefore, the influence of the support system on the wall pressure must be determined to
ensure that the effects at the walls are due only to the presence of the model and the wails
themselves.
1.2 Low Order Panel Method Codes
A low order panel method code was selected for this investigation for several reasons.
First, a low order code does not require the huge amounts of computation time that a
higher order code would require. This is due to the fact that low order panel methods
distribute the singularities with constant strength over the panels, whereas high order panel
methods allow the singularity strengths to vary over each panel. While high order panel
methods provide better accuracy, low order methods can produce almost the same level of
accuracy as higher order methods without requiring lengthy computation times (6).
1.3 PMARC Selection
PMARC (Panel Method Ames Research Center) can be used on various machines from a
Macintosh II workstation to a Cray Y-MP (6). Also, PMARC is an adjustable size panel
code which allows the code to be customized to a particular user's system. Most of the
computations for this investigation were done on an IBM RISC 6000 machine although
some of the preliminary calculations were done on a desktop PC-486 machine.
Sincethewindtunnelof this investigationisasubsonictunnel,PMARCwasanexcellent
choicefor thepanelcodeto beused. It wasflexibleenoughto beableto handleall of the
casesfrom asimplerectangularwing in freeair to acompletemodelandsupportsystem
within awind tunnel. PMARChastheability to modelcomplexgeometriesconsistingof
manydifferentcomponentswith aminimumof timerequiredto enterthegeometry
description.
1.4 Approach
PreliminarycalculationswereperformedontheNACA 4412airfoil to validatetheresults
sinceexperimentaldatafor thisairfoil wasreadilyavailable(7). Thesepreliminary
calculationsconsistedof bothtwo-dimensionalairfoil casesandthree-dimensionalwing
cases.For thetwo-dimensionalcase,theresultsof thecalculationswerecomparedto the
resultsfrom anotherpanelcode,VSAERO(8). Thethree-dimensionalwing resultswere
comparedto experimentalwind tunneldataobtainedby Pinkerton(7).
An analysis,basedon inviscidtheory,of theeffectonthewall pressuresof thediverging
wailsat theendof thetunneltestsectionwasperformed.Thiswasdoneto explainthe
pressurepeaksencounteredat thebeginningof thediffuser. Sincethestrutsupportwas
locatedin thissectionof thetunnel,theeffectof thisstruthadto beseparatedfrom the
effectof comerflow from inviscidtheory,whichpredictsthatthevelocityat acomerwill
increase.Suchananalysisalsoservedto verify theresultsobtainedwith PMARC.
A NACA model(9) wasusedasthetestmodelfor this investigation.Thismodel
consistedof a wingof 45° sweepback attached to a pointed circular cylindrical body. This
model was chosen because of its simple geometry and to be able to compare the results
with previous studies of this tunnel with PMARC. Two different sizes of this model were
used to determine if a larger model with a shorter sting produced different effects on the
wall static pressures.
2.0 Theory_ and Background
The basic potential flow problem is based on an irrotational, incompressible flow. From
continuity for such a flow, Laplace's equation is developed.
V2_ = 0 (2.1)
In order to solve the potential flow problem, boundary conditions must be specified. The
first boundary condition is that there is no flow through the body surface as given by
Equation (2.2).
V_. h = 0 (2.2)
The vector normal to the surface is represented by fi and points outside the region of
interest.
The second boundary condition is that the disturbance due to the body decays far from the
body (i.e. as r --->_). This condition can be stated as:
am(W-V)=0 (2.3)
r-._
where V is the relative velocity between the body and the fluid.
Ashby et al. (6) defines the source as
4_c =-ft. (V_- V_,.) (2.4)
where fi now points into the flow field of interest. Based on Equation (2.4), the source
strengths can be solved for directly if the normal velocity at the surface is assumed to be
zero or some known value. Equation (2.5) gives the source strengths on the surface.
V.) (2.5)
Since the freestream velocity, V**,is known and the normal velocity is zero (for a solid
boundary) or a user defined value (for a suction or blowing surface), the source strengths
are thus determined.
Ashby et al. (6) then derives an equation for the potential at any point P as
3
(2.6)
where: K = 0 if P is notonthesurface
K = 2= if P is onasmoothpartof theoutersurface
K = -2= if P isona smoothpartof theinnersurface
K = thesolidanglecontainedatthecreaseif P liesat acreasein thesurface
To apply theaboveequationsto apanelmethod,thesurfacegeometrymustbedivided
into panels.Equation(2.6)canbewrittenin discretizedform suchthatthe integralsare
brokenup into surfaceintegralsovereachpanel.PMARCis alow orderpanelmethod
and,therefore,it assumesaconstantstrengthsourceanddoubletdistributionovereach
panel. Theseconstantsourceanddoubletstrengthscanbe factoredoutof theintegrals.
Thepoint P is takento beat thecentroidontheinsidesurfaceof oneof thepanels.The
surfaceintegralsovereachpanelarethensummedfor all panels.If thepanelcontainsP,
thesurfaceintegralis zeroandonly the-2=btptermremainsin thebracketedpartof
Equation(2.6). For all otherpanels,the-2=l.tptermis zerosinceP is noton thesurface
of anyof theotherpanelsandthesurfaceintegralis used.Thisprocessisrepeatedfor
eachpanelandresultsin asetof linearsimultaneousequationsto besolvedfor the
unknowndoubletstrengthoneachpanel(6). Therefore,Equation(2.6)canbewrittenas
where
and
N s N s Nw t
+Z +Etch,c,,/
k=l k=l 1=1
= 0lj=l,_,s (2.7)
B, =SSlds (2.8)
(2.9)
These values, B,, and C/,, represent the velocity potential influence coefficients per unit
singularity strength for panel k acting on the control point of panel j. Equations (2.8) and
(2.9) are functions of geometry only and can be solved for all panels to form the influence
coefficient matrix (6).
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2.1 Verification
In order to become familiar with a code as complex as PMARC, it is necessary to use it to
calculate cases for which data is available. The NACA 4412 airfoil was chosen as the test
article because experimental data was readily available for this airfoil. This airfoil had also
been used in previous studies which were based on VSAERO, a panel code that was the
basis for the development of PMARC (8).
2,1.1 Two-Dimensional Airfoil
The goal of this first set of calculations was to reproduce the two-dimensional airfoil data
obtained with VSAERO (8) by using PMARC. A wing was modeled using the NACA
4412 airfoil with a chord of 1 foot and a span of 20 feet (aspect ratio of 20). The wing
was modeled with five panels in the chordwise direction over the first 10% of the chord
using half cosine spacing and 12 panels equally spaced over the remaining 90% of the
chord for both the upper and lower surface. There were 12 panels in the spanwise
direction for a total of 408 panels on the wing surface.
This wing was placed in a large rectangular wind tunnel (20 ft. x 20 ft. x 40 ft.). By
extending the wing to the walls of the tunnel and using the data near the centerline, a
reasonable approximation of the two-dimensional airfoil results should have been
obtained. The wing was set at an angle of attack of zero degrees. A wake was defined
from the trailing edge to a point in the stream ten chord lengths from the trailing edge of
the wing. Time stepping of the wake was not used for this case. The pressure
coefficients, as calculated by PMARC and compared with results from VSAERO, for both
the upper and lower surface near the centerline are shown in Figure 2.1. These results
indicate a good agreement on the aft 60% of the chord for the two-dimensional airfoil case
between Ashby and Sandlin's published data (8) and this investigation. PMARC tended to
over-predict the pressure coefficient near the leading edge of the airfoil particularly on the
upper surface. There is approximately a 12% difference between Ashby and Sandlin's (8)
results and those obtained with PMARC from the 20% to 40% chord position. This
discrepancy is explained by the difference in solid blockage for these two investigations.
Ashby and Sandlin's (8) calculations were performed for a 7 x 10 foot tunnel, however,
they did not report the dimensions of their wing. Since Ashby and Sandlin's tunnel is less
than half the size of the test section used in this investigation, the solid blockage they
experienced is probably considerably greater than that encountered in this investigation
(0.6%). The blockage of Ashby and Sandlin's test was estimated to be on the order of 5%
by examining the geometry of their test. AS the solid blockage increases, the velocity
around the model increases which results in a decrease in the local pressure and thus a
decrease in the pressure coefficient. Therefore, larger solid blockage would account for
the lower pressure coefficients over the upper surface of the wing obtained by Ashby and
Sandlin as compared to those calculated for this investigation.
2,1,2 Thr¢¢-DimCn_i0n0J Wing
The next step was to attempt to model a three-dimensional wing using PMARC. The
wing was modeled similarly to the two-dimensional case in that there were five panels
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overthefirst 10% of the chord and 12 panels over the last 90% of the chord. The wing
was divided into six panels in the spanwise direction. This three-dimensional wing is
shown in Figure 2.2.
When the number of panels in the spanwise direction was increased to 12, there was very
little difference in the pressure coefficients as can be seen in Figure 2.3. Therefore, in the
interest of minimizing computer run time, the calculations were completed with only six
panels in the spanwise direction.
Experimental data was obtained for a wing based on the NACA 4412 airfoil with an
aspect ratio of six (7). This wing was modeled with PMARC in the NASA Ames 12 foot
wind tunnel and in the free air. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 2.4.
For this calculation, PMARC tended to under-predict the pressure coefficient over the
wing. However, the wall interference is apparent in Figure 2.4 when the free air case and
the wind tunnel case are compared. A closed wall tunnel will serve to increase the angle
of attack experienced by the model (10) and also increase the free stream velocity around
the model. This effect appears in Figure 2.4 as an increased area between the upper and
lower surface curves from the free air case to the wind tunnel case.
The experimental data used in Figure 2.4 were from a test in which the effective angle of
attack, i. e. the corresponding angle for two-dimensional flow ot0, was -0.5 ° (7).
Therefore, another calculation was performed by setting the wing modeled with PMARC
at an angle of attack of -0.5 ° in free air. The aspect ratio was increased to 20 to better
approximate two-dimensional flow. The results of this calculation as compared with the
experimental data are shown in Figure 2.5. The upper surface pressure coefficients for the
PMARC calculated case were approximately 13% larger than the experimental data near
the quarter chord point. This difference is probably due to viscous effects (i.e. boundary
layer effects) that appear in the experimental data. Since PMARC is a potential code, it
can only model inviscid flow. The lower surface pressure coefficients agree well with the
experimental data.
The calculations described in this section produced results that were in reasonably good
agreement with previously published data. The two-dimensional wing results obtained
with PMARC over the lower surface agreed well with the results obtained by Ashby and
Sandlin (8) who used VSAERO. There was approximately a 12% difference over the
upper surface from about 20% of the chord to 40% of the chord which was attributed to a
difference in the solid blockage for the two investigations. The three-dimensional wing
results obtained with PMARC, when compared with actual experimental data as obtained
by Pinkerton (7), proved to be valid. Again, the lower surface data was in good
agreement with Pinkerton's (7) results, but there was a 13% difference in the data on the
upper surface. This difference is probably due to viscous effects in the experimental data.
--n--Lower Surfa_ -PNLARC
---0-- Upper Surface - PMARC
_X_ Lower Surface - VSAERO
--+-- Upper Surface - VSAERO
1.0 _. I • I
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Percent Chord (x/c)
.0
Figure 2.1. Two-dimensional airfoil pressure coefficients
Source: Ashby, D.L., Sandlin, D. R.; "Application of a Low Order Panel Method to Complex
Three.Dimensional Internal Flow Problems," NASA CR.177424, 1986.
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Figure 2.2. Three-dimensional wing based on the NACA 4412 airfoil
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Figure 2.3. Spanwise panel distribution comparison for the three-dimensional wing
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Figure 2.4. Three-dimensional wing pressure coefficients
Source: "Pinkerton, R. M.; "Calculated and Measured Pressure Distributions
Over the Midspan Section of the NACA 4412 Airfoil," NACA Report 563, 1936.
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Figure 2.5. Three-dimensional wing pressure coefficients at cx0 = -0.5 °
Source: "Pinkerton, R. M.; "Calculated and Measured Pressure Distributions
Over the Midspan Section of the NACA 4412 Airfoil," NA CA Report 563, 1936.
3.0 Support System Interferences
This section presents the geometry description of the various components, such as the
wind tunnel and the support systems, and the results of the investigation to determine the
support system interference on the wall pressure in the wind tunnel. The onset flow
velocity, i.e. the flow through the inlet, was set to 1.0 for all of the cases run for this
investigation. All velocities were nondimensionalized by this onset flow velocity.
3.1 Description of Geometry
This investigation involved several components, each of which had to be modeled with
PMARC. These components included: the wind tunnel, the strut and sting, the wing-
body model, and the bi-pod support. The geometry of each of these components is
described in the following sections.
3,1.1 Wind Tunnel
The twelve foot pressure wind tunnel was modeled using the machine drawings provided
by NASA Ames Research Center. The cross section of the tunnel test section was
basically a circle with flat walls at the top, bottom, and sides. The tunnel used in the
PMARC calculations began at station 0 (101 in the drawings) and ended at station 40 (141
in the drawings). The model center was approximately located at station 20. The tunnel
was modeled with a constant cross-sectional area up to station 30. At this point, the
tunnel diverged to station 40. The radius to the curved portion of the wall up to station
30 was 6.0 ft. The radius to the curved wall at station 40 was 6.46 ft.
Both the inlet and exit patches consisted of 96 panels. The tunnel walls from station 0 to
station 15 contained approximately 400 panels, from station 15 to station 30 contained
approximately 700 panels, and from station 30 to station 40 contained approximately 500
panels. These numbers are approximate because the panel arrangement was adjusted to
accommodate the support attachments to the floor and/or ceiling of the tunnel. The
panels were more concentrated around the model position and around the diverging
portion of the tunnel to decrease the amount of leakage caused by the flow disruption due
to the model and support system. The tunnel and exit as modeled are shown in Figure 3.1.
3,1.2 Strut and Sting
The strut began at station 30 and extended downstream to station 37.6. The support
extended vertically across the height of the tunnel. The strut was modeled as a symmetric
airfoil according to the machine drawings.
The sting attachment was placed at the tunnel centerline for these runs. The sting could
not be modeled exactly due to the fact that PMARC is a potential (and thus inviscid) code
that cannot account for flow perpendicular to a surface unless the flow is allowed to pass
through the surface. Also, the solution would not converge (to the 0.0005 criteria as
recommended in the PMARC manual (6)) if the sting was modeled with a sharply inclined
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surface.Thiswasagainattributedto thefact thatsuchaflow requiresviscouseffectsto
describeproperly. Typically,thestingshouldbedesignedsuchthatthereis aparallel
sectionimmediatelyaft of themodelattachmentpointatleastfourstingdiameterslong
(11). Suchanarrangement,however,alsoproducedconvergenceproblemswith PMARC.
Therefore,thestingusedin thecalculationsis anapproximationof astingthatwould
normallybeusedfor sucha tesL
Thediameterof thestingat themodelattachmentwas0.15ft. Nine inchesdownstream
of themodelattachment,thediameterof thestingwas0.26ft. Fromthispointto thestrut
attachment,thestingcrosssectionchangedfromcircularto hexagonalto matchthecross
sectionof thestingattachment.
Thestingwasmadeupof 140panels.Thestrutandthestingattachmenteachconsisted
of 200panels.Thiscompletestrutandstingassemblyis shownin Figure3.2.
3.1.3 Test Article
The test article used for these runs was the symmetric wing-body model used in the
example input file in the PMARC manual (6). This model consisted of a swept wing based
on a symmetric airfoil and a circular cross-section fuselage with a fineness ratio of 12 (6).
The model was scaled down to have an overall length of about 6 ft. Figure 3.3 shows the
wing-body model as used for this investigation. The blockage due to this model is
approximately 0.4%. The aft fuselage has been cut for the sting attachment. The model
surface was divided into 1,360 panels.
Figure 3.4 shows the test assembly including the wing-body model, the sting and strut, the
inlet, and the exit as used in the calculations. The wind tunnel walls have been omitted for
clarity.
3,1.4 Bi-pod Support
The second support investigated in this study was the bi-pod support. This support
consists of two cylinders attached perpendicularly to the floor of the tunnel. From the
preliminary drawings available, there did not appear to be a cowling around the cylinders.
Therefore, the support was modeled simply as two cylinders extending from the floor of
the wind tunnel to approximately the tunnel centerline. Figure 3.5 shows the bi-pod
support geometry. The bi-pod surface consisted of a total of 280 panels.
3.2 Transition from Test Section to Diffuser
The pressure coefficients calculated along the wall at a 45 ° angle from the horizontal
(along the curved portion of the wall) were used due to the fact that the flat walls in the
actual wind tunnel have windows at which pressure measurements cannot be made. A
spike was expected at the point at which the tunnel walls begin to diverge, since inviscid
theory predicts that the velocity at a comer, Figure 3.6, will increase.
The velocity potential for inviscid flow around such a comer is given by Streeter (12) as
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Ar-" COS
from which the radial and angular velocity components around the comer are,
respectively,
(3.1)
-- 3¢=A_r (_-1)-- cos --g0
Vr 3r a a
and
(3.2)
v o =--- = - Ar sin--.
r 30 cx
(3.3)
The boundary condition of no flow through the wall is satisfied, since v 0 = 0 when 0 = 0
or 0 = a. The angle o_was found to be 1.0105_ radians. The constant, A, was
determined by selecting a point upstream of the comer at which the velocity was
approximately Voo (from the PMARC output along the wall), setting this equal to v r
(since v o must be zero at the wall), and solving for the constant A, which was found to be
1.02393. These equations are only applicable near the comer since, as r --->oo, v r goes to
zero.
Once the PMARC calculated pressure coefficients were plotted, the expected spike did
appear, Figure 3.7, near the diffuser entrance. Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the
PMARC calculated velocity spike and the inviscid solution. There is good agreement
between these two results near the comer.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the effect of comer flow on the wall pressures and velocities
as calculated by PMARC. This spike appears in all of the results which show wall
pressures at the diffuser entrance. The size of the spike changes slightly due to the
different panel arrangements on the walls of the wind runnel.
3.3 Strut
Once the strut was placed in the tunnel without the sting attachment, the pressure
coefficients along the walls were again calculated. Since the strut blocks the tunnel and
causes the velocity to increase around the strut, the pressure coefficients near the strut
should be lower (more negative) than the empty tunnel pressure coefficients at the same
points. This was the result when the empty tunnel case was compared to the case with the
strut in the tunnel, Figure 3.9. The pressure coefficients along the wall were almost
identical until approximately station 25 where the influence of the strut began to appear.
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Neartheendof thestrut,approximatelystation38,thetwocurvesbeginto convergeonce
again.
3.4 Wing-Body
Results were calculated for the wing-body alone in the tunnel and for the wing-body
model with the sting and strut as would be the case in an actual test. Since the wing-body
was relatively small, the influence at the wall was expected to be negligible compared to
the slrut and sting influence. Figure 3.10 shows the pressure coefficients as calculated
along the wall of the tunnel for the empty tunnel, the tunnel with the wing-body alone, and
the tunnel with the complete test assembly.
As expected, in Figure 3.10, the curve representing the empty tunnel matches the curve
representing the tunnel with the wing-body. The model was too small to produce a
noticeable effect on the wall pressures. The peaks of these two curves do not match
exactly due to the fact that the panels were distributed differently for these two cases.
Again, the influence of the strut on the wall pressure is minimal at the model position.
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 present the pressure coefficients as calculated along the wing
surface and fuselage surface, respectively, of the wing-body model with and without the
sting and strut. As can be seen in Figure 3.11, the sting tends to slightly increase the
pressure coefficient on the upper surface of the wing. This data was calculated at a point
on the upper surface approximately one foot from the centerline of the body.
From Figure 3.12, it is apparent that the sting has the same effect on the fuselage pressure
coefficient as it had on the wing, i.e., it tends to increase (more positive) the pressure
coefficient on the surface of the fuselage. As stated previously, the sting modeled in this
investigation did not have a constant diameter section behind the model. It has been
shown by Tunnell (13) that as the constant diameter portion of the sting immediately
following the model is shortened, the base pressure increases. This would result in a
corresponding increase in the pressure coefficient on the aft portion of the fuselage as can
be seen in Figure 3.12. This data was calculated along the centerline of the fuselage.
The size of the wing-body was then doubled in order to determine if the sting and strut
had a measurable effect on the pressure at the wall with a larger model. In order to keep
the model center at station 20, the sting was shortened to approximately 4 feet. The
results of this calculation are shown in Figure 3.13.
Since this model was twice as large as the f'n'st model (blockage of approximately 0.8%),
the effect of the model on the wail pressures was expected to appear. This effect is
evident in Figure 3.13 as a hump in the pressure curve near the model position. The strut
and sting effects only appear at the end of the model which would be expected due to the
sting attachment. Other than this interference, the strut and sting does not have a
significant effect on the wall pressure signature near the model position.
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3.5 Bi-Pod Support
Once the bi-pod support was placed in the tunnel, the question of how to define the wake
arose. Since the support consists of two cylinders aligned in the flow direction, the wake
from the front cylinder would have a significant effect on the flow around the rear
cylinder. The effect of a wake on the wall pressure coefficients for this case was
unknown. Therefore, two cases were run; one case with a wake defined from the front
cylinder to the rear cylinder and from the rear cylinder to a point downstream and another
case without a wake. Figure 3.14 shows the wall pressure coefficients for each case.
Whether or not a wake is defined has little effect on the pressure coefficients as calculated
atthe wall.
Figure 3.15 is a comparison of the empty tunnel wall pressures with the tunnel and bi-pod
support wall pressures. The bi-pod support did cause a noticeable disturbance on the wall
pressures near its position. Since the bi-pod is located at the model position, the effect of
its presence in the flow field must be accounted for in any tests run with this support. A
model was not used in conjunction with the bi-pod support for this investigation.
It is apparent that the strut and sting support does not significantly influence the wall
pressures near the model position. However, as the model size is increased and the sting
is shortened, the influence of this support on the wall pressures near the rear of the model
become more pronounced. The bi-pod support alone in the tunnel does have a noticeable
effect on the wall pressures near the model position due to the fact that this support is
located directly under the model.
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4.0 Concluding Remarks
This study has been conducted in order to determine the support system in_rference on
the wall pressures in the NASA Ames 12 foot pressure wind tunnel. A panel method
code, PMARC, was used to determine if the support system, consisting of a strut and sting
and a bi-pod type support, influenced the static pressure measurements at the wall Of the
tunnel near the model position.
The NACA 4412 airfoil was used to examine the accuracy of the code. Both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional calculations were performed and compared with
published results. The results from this test agreed well with published data obtained both
with another panel code and from actual experiments. Inviscid theory was used to explain
a velocity spike encountered at the entrance to the diffuser.
This investigation has shown that the sting and strut support does not influence the static
pressures measured along the wall around the model location. The calculations were
performed for two different sizes of a model and the results were that, even with a large
model, this support did not significantly influence the wall static pressures near the model.
The bi-pod support was shown to have a larger influence on the wall static pressures due
to the fact that it is located directly under the model. A model was not used in
conjunction with the bi-pod support.
The results of this investigation can be used by the personnel at NASA Ames to show that
the strut and sting support will not influence the wall static pressure measurements used to
make corrections for this tunnel. However, the bi-pod support can be expected to
influence the wall pressures near the model. This must be taken into account in any test
performed with this support. This investigation also provides NASA Ames with a baseline
for the calibration of the wind tunnel when it becomes operational.
The strut and sting support is constructed so that the vertical position of the model can be
varied. The effect of this variation should be investigated to determine the influence of the
sting on the wall static pressures as it approaches the floor or ceiling of the tunnel. Also,
the bi-pod support should be used in conjunction with a model and the results compared
to those of this investigation.
Once the wind tunnel is operational, it would be useful to compare actual experimental
data taken in the tunnel with the results of this investigation. This would help to make any
fine adjustments that would be needed for future study of this tunnel with PMARC.
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